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Much Prods upping disc activity
With Pagliaro's "Give Us One
More Chance" off the ground and
making good gains nationally,
Much Productions' Brian Chater
is all the more confident of the

BMI Music Scene discovered:

company have signed.Coming up

become accepted even by audiences made up of people who
cross over to the other side of
the street to avoid meeting `longhaired beatnik types,' or who
simply scorn them.But still better,
he manages to please other types

success of the new artists his

is a single release by April Wine.
This Halifax group are presently
touring with Mashmakhan.
Raphael Exc,hange, who released

"The Message", a Walton/Deigan
penning, weren't successful on
the Maple Leaf System voting but
Chater is confident of the success of this group, advising:
"This is one we have to work on".
In the case of Pagliaro, Much
have produced a unique situation.

Established as a top French/
Canadian artist, eight of sixteen
Pagliaro releases topped the
charts, with most of them getting
into the top ten anyway.
Pierre Vincent, a Montreal pop
music journalist in writing in the

Walker releases Lib bit
on Rodeo Records
Rodeo recording artist, Angus
Walker, is back on the disc scene
once again.Thi s time his record
subject is topical, "My Wife's
Liberation Front".In canvassing
radio stations, Walker's manager,
Don Turner, has found top interest for the single, written by
Roy Payne.
For those who might think the

lyrics are a little dubious for
airing they need only flip the
disc and they have a 100% Cana-

dian country boy, Angus Walker
cracking off with his own penning,
"Canadian Country Music Man".In

fact, this side is already showing
indications of making the charts.
Big John Hart, the afternoon
voice of CFGM (Toronto) digs
both sides.
The female voice you hear on

both sides of Walker's single
belongs to Marie Babin, who is
also represented by Don Turner.
The session was produced by
George Taylor.
Turner, through his Canadian company, Don Turner Enterprises and
CMP International Talent Agency
out of Detroit, has be come an
important part of the booking and
recording scene for Canadian
artists.Walker is soon to move
into Upper Canada with dates at
major clubs.
Roy Payne, who penned the Walker

plug side, has just joined the
Turner organization.

"Michal Pagliaro's story is one
of success!Of him it can be truly
said that he has accomplished
what he set out to do: to inspire
respect for his personality, to

of audiences, the ones that have
already discovered the records
of people like Led Zeppelin.And
he has proven that hit parade
records can change, be adapted
to new fashions and go much

farther than in the old days."
That's Pagliaro.

Rusk pulls capacity
houses in hometown
Harry Rusk, currently making a
showing with his Dominion deck,
"A Big Man", recently pulled a
capacity house in his hometown.
Rusk left Fort Nelson, where he
was born and raised, to make a
dent in the country music scene.
Through his past recordings and
his tours throughout the western
provinces he has experienced much

success and now heads up his
own Harry Rusk Enterprises of
Edmonton.

Returning to Fort Nelson and
chalking up a "sell out" show
was the frosting on the cake for
Rusk, who has been hoping for
such an event.Much of the success
of Rusk's Fort Nelson showing
was the support he received from
local radio station CFNL.

Yorkton's CJGX oasis

for native talent
Radio station CJGX Yorkton is
fast becoming known as the oasis
for Canadian talent on the prairies.
Ron Waddell, who looks after pro-

motion activities for the station,

takes every opportunity in pushing
the Canadian theme both at the
station and on his travels throughout the province.
Just recently, Columbia's Tony
White played an engagement at
Yorkton's Holiday Inn.Prior to his
opening all 'GX personalities were
giving the red carpet treatment to
his latest releasedronically the
plug side, "Big Window" was

country while the flip, "Spirits

In The Wine", went nicely with
the MOR format.Both the Waddell
country happening and the middle

Track 4 release for
Londoner Trowel!
Larry Trowell, London, Ontario

chanter, enters the disc ring with
his Track 4 production "Little
Boy Christmas" and "They Wrote
To Santa". Trowell is a CAPAC
writer, publishing through Pink
Music. The single was produced
by Walter Grasser, manager of
Track 4 Sound Productions,

London's first and only licensed
recording studio. The novelty
disc is expected to be on the market by the first week in December
however, there will be no national
distribution this year. Grasser

has set up a deal with the

Metropolitan Stores, which will be
shipped direct.
Track 4 have been in operation for
the past fifteen months and have

made good strides in establishing
themselves in the area. One of
their first accomplishments was
the recording of "This Land"
written and performed by
Mary McCarthy and Paul Mills.
This composition, published by
Prana Music House, the BMI arm
of Track 4, This song was picked
up by the CBC and has become
the theme for network television

series, "This Land", with the duo

supplying the vocals.

Cablevision has also added to
the busy scheduling of Track 4.
Grasser produces a weekly variety
series entitled "Here It Comes
There It Goes" using animated
graphics (their own) as well as
local talent. This series is seen
alternately in Chatham, London,
St. Thomas, Brantford, New Market
and Oshawa.
RPM maintains a Canadian approach

to one of the fastest growing music
nations in the world.

of the road programmers also
leaned on White's album release.
White's opener was regarded as
successful with a good representation of CJGX in the audience
along with liseners influenced by
the exposure given the big man of
sound.

Billed as the Tony White Trio,
the assists come from Vern Dodds,
bass and Russ Betteridge, drums.
White handles the lead guitar.
Saskatchewan listeners have also
heard a good deal about Bob

Smith and His Common People.
Currently making good gains on
the CJGX Country Fifty is Smith's
Apex deck, "Ode To Suburbia", a
self penning.His Apex album, "Bob

Smith Sings" has also received top
exposure on Waddell's country
show.

CHAM...something
something new...
Hamilton's CHAM created some
confusion with their loyal listeners
when they began promoing that the
station would become a thing of
the past.This announcement, with-

out explanation, was aired daily

from Oct. 25 through the 30th with
much listener reaction.
What, in fact, program director
Chuck Camroux had in store for

his listeners was a revival of

"Rock" radio from the 50's through
the early 60's.Besides giving away
blueberries from Blueberry Hills, a
rose and a Baby Ruth and a Pink
Carnation, they aired some of the
commercials of that day which included jingles for Edsels and
Studebakers.

The revival was set up for three

days from Oct.30 through Nov.lst.
Current on -air lineup at CHAM is
as follows:
6 - 10 AM - Don Wade
3 PM - Don Collins
3 - 7 PM - John MacLeod

10 -

- Ike Isaacs
7 - Mn
2 - 6 AM -Dick Joseph

Damron meeting with
songwriting success
Dick Damron's recent topping of
the RPM Country Fifty as well as
with "Countrified" charts in almost every province in Confederation has added a new dimension
to this popular Albertan.He has
now become one of the most
sought-after country song writers
in the business.Last year he received a Certificate of Honour
from BMI Canada for his penning
of "Cold Grey Winds of Autumn".

TSO/CJRT kick off
sustaining fund
The Toronto Symphony Orchestra
held, in conjuction with CJRT FM,

Toronto, a "pledge night" designed
to raise funds for the Symphony's
Sustaining Fund.This year the fund
has a projected goal of $285,000.
The CJRT effort is expected to
bring in about $5000.All monies go
to the support of the Toronto
Symphony.The show, aired on
November 18th, featured interviews
with members of the Toronto

Symphony, as well as with interested persons on the Toronto scene.
The show was hosted by CJRT'S
Program Director, Alan Small and
Mike Johns.Listeners were invited
to pledge their support by phone
during the show.
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I can
only view this as indicative of the
type of confidence R.C.A. has always displayed for its Canadian
product. There is absolutely no
doubt in my mind that they are
going to create an enthusiastic
market for Revolver product".
Revolver and R.C.A.; two names

helping his band find a record
deal. Ross was quick to invite

further facilitate the success of

bass and vocals; Ross Raby,
organ and vocals; Breen LeBoeuf,
vocals; Andy Cree, percussion;
and Tony Collacott, piano, have
all been at it for quite a while

single and Chimo! album.

"...the prophets of doom, the
messengers of mediocrity, will
be overwhelmed by the new

generation of competent, crea-

tive, confident artisans and by
all those of preceding generations who have already demonstrated their freshness of mind,
their talent and their capacity
for inspired leadership."
-Pierre Juneau

Jack to come and see him in
Toronto when he returned from
New York. Several weeks later
Revolution signed the nucleus of
that band and within a few more
weeks Chimo! emerged, a totally
new dimension in rock.
Six members of the group; Jack
Mowbray, guitar; John Johnson,

synonymous with great Canadian
talent, now joined in an effort to

our own music industry. Keep
your eye on them; they're about to

do a lot in a very short while.
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COUNTRY
I CAN'T BELIEVE THAT

1

5

2

3 THANK GOD AND

YOU'VE STOPPED
LOVING ME
Charley Pride -RCA -9902-I'
GREYHOUND
Roy Clark -Dot -17355-M

3

I CAN'T BE MYSELF

8

Merle Haggard -Capitol -451-F

and the group is openly considered

:4

Revolver launches heavy
promotion for Chimo!

11; kv1

published weekly since
February 24th., 1964, by

RPM MUSIC PUBLICATIONS LTD.

Ten months ago, Jack Mowbray
ran into Mort Ross at LaGuardia
airport while on his way to see
David Clayton -Thomas about

to be one of the most talented

and musically interesting units in
the area. But then, unlike most
other groups they never let up
from their extremely rigid rehearsals, which is probably the
reason why they appear to be so

4

AFTER CLOSING TIME

9

David Houston/Barbara Mandrel I
Epic -10656-H
5

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO

6

Conway Twitty-Decca-32742-J
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Dick Damron-Apex-77110-J
(Damron) BMI
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distributors:
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MUK TUK ANNIE
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LUKE'S GUITAR
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Stompin' Tom -Dominion 124 -E (Connors)Berandol
R

L

Pickwick
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9 11

SWEET DREAMS OF
YESTERDAY -Hank Smith Quality -1962-M (Damron)
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OLD BILL JONES

0
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Quality
RCA

H

Trans World Y
WB/Atlantic P

T

Mercey Bros -Columbia C4 2941-H (Cochrane)
Berandol-BMI

World
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to define Canadian content on discs:

11 12

GOIN' STEADY
Faron Young -Mercury -73112-K

12

M -Music composed by a Canadian

A- Artist featured is a Canadian
P- Production wholly recorded in Canada
L -Lyrics written by a Canadian
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CHIMO (I to r) John Johnson, Andy Cree, Jack Mowbray, Ross Raby, Tony Colacott,
Breen Le Beouf
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RIP SANDERS - Living On Easy Street - R
(2:55) (Rip Sanders) BANFF MUSIC-BMI COUNTRY: Produced at RCA's Montreal st
pick up plays and sales wherever he appea

I

gives good assist to artist on his first atte
Flip: Be Glad (K. Westbury) A little more u
plays.

LUCILLE STARR - The French Song - AM
(2:41) (Pease -Vincent) SHAPIRO BERNST1
COUNTRY: Taken from the A&M album SP

Canadian Lucille Starr and could see actio,
Flip: Colinda (David-LeBlanc-Goidry) PEE
taken from the same album and will add Intl

TOTE FAMILY

-3(

*

HOUSTON - Sally Bumper - Tuesday GH 10
(2:58) (J. Houston) BLUENOSE MUSIC -CAI
MOT: This is the one that made U.S. recorc
a Canadian release. Middle of the roaders
into their daytime programming. Watch U.S.
Flip: Mamma's Cookin' (J. Houston) BLUE/

***

also click for this Toronto group.
NUCLEUS - Wonder Girl - Freedom 1987X(h
'(3:03) (Leggat-Horng-Taylor-Corrigan) DAV
Prod: Shel Safran.
MOT: Group shows strong possibilities. Ve
gum and they stretch into the free formers t
Toronto.
Flip: Help Me Find Some Peace (Leggat-Fic

VILLE MUSIC-CAPAC same as plug side w

HOMESTEAD

E44414.4

BLAKE EMMONS - Deadest Man Living (2:25) (David Patton) ROLLING MEADOWS
Prod: Jim Hall.
COUNTRY: Canadian now living in the U.S
there.

Flip: Last Of The Red Hot Daddies (Bill Gs
an uptempo happy bit.

CFA R..Flin Flon....on-air

personalities
CFAR of Flin Flon, Manitoba has
shown a steady increase of Canadian content over the past few
months.This includes all fields,
country, middle of the road (MOR)
and rock (MOT).Their music and
promotional director, Greg Davis,

Ili' IN al 11, '111[1'0111)

Toronto's Madrigal
set for Sun release
The Toronto -based Madrigal, cur-

rently seeing chart action with
their Tuesday deck, "I Believe In
Sunshine", will shortly release on

IMO
concept 376 limited

a

/WIN CHID
376 wellington street west

toronto 135, ontorio (416)366-8535

SSS International in the U.S. Negotiations were completed in New
York with Quality's George Struth
representing the Tuesday label and
Shelby Singleton, who heads up the
Sun organization, signing for SSS
International.

V
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are far and away the cleanest and
easiest band to record that I've
ever worked with. People told
me that they'd be tough in the
studio, but so far everything has
been neat and quick. I don't
think we've ever done more than
two takes on a vocal track because everything they sing is perfectly in tune with lots of guts
on take one. They're simply so
well rehearsed they can't go

tween Leigh Ashford and Revolver
has been amazing, and is best summed up by Roland Paquin. "More

And it shows in their live performances. Roland Paquin says
that the band is so busy these
days that it is hard for some
operators to get a date. "This
is especially true for private
operators who don't like to book
too heavily in advance. The
band is now booked into the New
Year and when these operators
finally offer us a date, the band
has usually been booked. Bookings again are done through
Concept 376 "to avoid all of the
confusion and hassle that the
band has been experiencing
with other agencies."

have much more ahead of us.
That is what makes these past

An initial album by Leigh Ashford

most sad stories, this one has

wrong".

is now being recorded at the
R.C.A. studios and will be well
underway by the time you read
this. It should be released
during the initial months of the
New Year, and will include their
first Revolver single, mixed with

several other good "A" sides

and some heavier extended material.
An American deal for the group is
now being negotiated by Revolution Records and, as Mort Ross

puts it, "We're shooting for a
very heavy deal for the band, be-

cause they are undoubtedly going

to be a major talent, capable of
success on the greatest scale.

There's no doubt in my mind that
we'll get the kind of commitment we're looking for" says

Ross. "We are not prepared in
any way to compromise on the

talent of this band".
What really has happened be-

has happened to the group and
myself in the past few months
than during the entire two and

one-half years previous. A new
record deal, great production, a
hot single, heavy bookings. You
just couldn't ask for more, and
yet what makes the whole thing

unbelievable is that this is just
the beginning, that in fact we all
few months momentous; and the

next few almost unthinkable."

Motherlode group is
reformed for recording
Motherlode is a group with a definite past to live up to. Having
created one of Canada's first international hits in "When I Die",
Motherlode f ailed to respond to
the call, fell by the wayside, and
disbanded to the chagrin of their
fans and followers throughout
Canada and the U.S. But unlike
had a turn for the better. Mother lode has re -grouped under the
capable leadership of Mike Levine
and is now working their initial
dates throughout Ontario.
Grant Webb at R.A.M. explains
the new formation and their music.
"The idea was to put together a
band that would initially function
as a working unit, with recording
to be a future consideration. You
see, all of the group's recording
contracts are still live and with
just one good single, the group
could quickly restore itself to
international prominence. And,
as I said, we were hoping that
this band could eventually provide
us with that necessary material
but they've become so good, so
quickly, that recording sessions
must begin very shortly. They've
got a number of tunes to do and
REVOLVER continued on page 11
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751-8862

(alphabetically)
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And The Grass Won't Pay No Mind (66)
Beaucoups Of Blues (41)
Beautiful Second Hand Man (8)
Be My Baby (19)
Black Magic Woman (23)

Black Night (73)
Border Song (57)

Brush A Little Sunshine (88)
Burning Bridges (68)

Can't Stop Loving You (21)
Carolina In My Mind (44)
Chains And Things (55)
Cheryl Moana Marie (97)
Chestnut Mare (77)

Cry Me A River (26)
Does Anybody Really Know What Time (13)
Do It (33)
Domino (37)

Easy Rider (69)
Engine #9 (24)
Fire And Rain (6)
5-10-15-20 (25-30 Years Of Love (52)
Fly Little White Dove Fly (9)
For The Good Times (54)
Fresh Air (87)
Games (71)
Give Us One More Chance (84)
Green Eyed Lady (27)
Gypsy Woman (3)

by Ritchie Yorke
Sometime in the future, I believe
that the first year of this decade
is going to be viewed with more
than passing historical significance.

I came to that conclusion after

listening at the weekend to most of

He Ain't Heavy He's My Brother (20)
Heaven Help Us All (14)

CHUM AM's 21 hour "History of

Heed The Call (11)
Am Somebody (45)
Believe In Sunshine (42)

tally extremely good from most
vantage points.

Can Hear You Calling (86)

Don't Wanna Cry (53)
f You Could Read My Mind (78)
Just Don't Know What To Do With (40)

'II Be There (62)

mmigrant Song (50)

'm Not My Brother's Keeper (31)

sn't It A Pity (67)
t Don't Matter To Me (38)
Think I Love You (1)

Think It's Gonna Rain (99)
t's All In My Mind (96)
t's Only Make Believe (61)

the Beatles" which was inciden-

Of all Beatle topics which stimulates fevered discussion, nothing
can exceed the actual reasons why

NIVIEMMEIESSININ
DIREGIONAL ACTIONS

Johnny 1B. Badde (80)

ROCHESTER RIVER
Crosstown Bus (MCA) 2003(J)
(Erwin)

Lola (46)

COME AWAY
Wizard (MCA) 2001(J)

King Of Rock And Roll (58)
Knock Three Times (39)
Let's Work Together (15)

Lucretia Mac Evil (89)
Make It Easy On Yourself (59)
Miss Ann (85)
Montego Bay (5)

Most Of All (49)
Mr. Bojangles (79)

No Matter What (32)

One Less Bell To Answer (25)
One Man Band

(29)

Only Love Can Break Your Heart (22)
Paranoid

(81)

Part Time Love (34)
Pay To The Piper (56)
Rain -0 (82)
River Deep Mountain High (36)
Sacroiliac Boop (70)
Satin Red And Black Velvet (98)
See Me Feel Me (4)

(Bowser-Jupp) Chappell -CAP AC
YOU MAKE ME WONDER
Everyday People (GRT) 1233-01(T)
(Wheaton) Overlea-Rummy-BMI
WALKIN' ALONG
Thecycle (Tamarac) 641(M)

(Clinch) Svengali-CAPAC)
MUSICAL FRIENDS
Bruce Cockburn (True North)
TN4-103(H) (Cockburn)

Simply Call It Love (75)

THE MESSAGE
Raphael Exchange (Much) 1003(K)
(Walton Jr-Deigan) Summerlea-BMI
SHINE LIGHT SHINE
Pepper Tree (Capitol) 72627(F)
(Pepper Tree) Beechwood-BMI

Spirit In The Sky (47)
Stand By Me (93)
Stand By Your Man (65)
Stoned Love (17)

DON'T GIVE IT AWAY
Christmas (Daffodil) 1002(F)
(Bryden) Love-Lies-Bleeding-BMI
TINY TONY
Bob Bradburn (GRT) 1230(T)
(Bradburn) Pat-Mac-BMI

Share The Land

(2)

Silver Moon (91)

Sing High Sing Low (28)
So Close ,(35)
Somebody s Been Sleeping (16)

Things Ya Say (100)
Think About Your Children (83)

0

Top orty fa rE

After Midnight (10)
Ain't That Tellin' You People (60)
All Right Now (51)

Sweet Gingerbread Man (95)
Tears Of A Clown (7)

RENTALS
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CHART LISTINGS

Valley To Pray (76)

Water Colour Days (94)
We Gotta Get You A Woman (72)

We're All In This Together (63)
We've Only Just Begun (18)
Where Did All The Good Times Go (64)
Who Needs You (30)
Will The Real Jesus Please Stand Up (92)
Working Together (74)
Yellow River (43)
You Don't Have To Say You Love (12)
Your Song (48)
Sunset Strip (90)

PROPER STRANGER
Privilege (MCA) 2002(J)
HELP FOR MY WAITING
The Dorians (London) 17395(K)
(Jones -Unger)

TODAY
Milestone (Columbia) C4 -2923(H)
(Tarry)

CARNIVAL MAN
Rick Curtis (Avco Embassy) 4549(N)
MARIE'S RUNA
Mary McDonnel (Melbourne) 3361(K)
(Stubbs-Trineer) Melbourne-CAPAC
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London

A&M
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1
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I THINK I LOVE YOU

34

Partridge Family -Bell -910-M
2

3

9

43 57

35 37 40

SHARE THE LAND

45

4

5

7

O67 ...
37 62 75

The Who-Decca-732729-J

7 13

5

38

MONTEGO BAY

19

6

2

2

39 63 76

FIRE AND RAIN
James Taylor -Warner Bros -7422-P

7

8

8

40

44 46

Tomb a Motown -54199 -V

9 11

8

BEAUTIFUL SECOND HAND MAN
Ginette Reno -Parrot -40053-K

9

10 22

11

11 23
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et,

FLY LITTLE WHITE DOVE, FLY

18 32

15
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17 19
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31 53
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3

20 36

27 35

® 40 61

34 50

25 36 44
26

15 21

I JUST DON'T KNOW WHAT TO
DO WITH MYSELF -Gary Puckett-

BLACK NIGHT
Deep Purple -Warner Bros -7405-P

I BELIEVE IN SUNSHINE

75

93 82

SIMPLY CALL IT LOVE

Madrig al-Tuesday-GH 102-M

DOES ANYBODY REALLY KNOW WHAT

46

21 18

LOLA

38 37

Gene Chandler -Mercury -73121-K

YELLOW RIVER

76

Christie -Epic -10626-H

50 52

77 77

CAROLINA IN MY MIND

77

91 93

89 96

LET'S WORK TOGETHER
Canned Heat -Liberty -6151-K

79

90 86

SPIRIT IN THE SKY

80

92 90

75 83

Mungo Jerry -Janus -128-L

YOUR SONG

PARANOID
Black Sabbath -Warner Bros -7437-P

82 72 70

MOST OF ALL

29 15

IMMIGRANT SONG

55 58

ALL RIGHT NOW

84

99 ...

GIVE US ONE MORE CHANCE
Pagliario-Much-1001-K

5-10-15-20 (25-30 YEARS OF LOVE)

85

85 88

MISS ANN

Presidents -Sussex -207-M

53

28 33

Delaney & Bonnie-Atco-6788-P

I DON'T WANNA CRY

86

80 80

Ronnie Dyson -Columbia -45240-H

0 78 ...

I CAN HEAR YOU CALLING
Bush -Dunhill -D 4252-N

FOR THE GOOD TIMES
Ray Price -Columbia -45178-H

87

88 84

FRESH AIR
Quicksilver Messenger Service -Capitol -

BLACK MAGIC WOMAN

Q76 ...
56

ENGINE #9
Wilson Pickett -Atlantic -2765-P

ONE LESS BELL TO ANSWER
Fifth Dimension -Bell -9 40-M

CRY ME A RIVER

57

70 73

66 69

CHAINS AND THINGS
B.B. King -ABC -11280-Q

88

PAY TO THE PIPER
Chairmen of the Board-lnvictus-9081-F

89 64 31

BORDER SONG

90 68 68

96 97

Tommy Roe -ABC -11281-Q

KING OF ROCK AND ROLL

32 24

SUNSET STRIP
Ray Stevens-Barnaby-2021-H
SILVER MOON
Michael Nesmith -RCA -0399-N

Crow-Amaret-125-M:
59

LUCRETIA MAC EVIL
Blood Sweat & Tears -Columbia -45235-H

Aretha Franklin -Atlantic -2772-P

58 65 67

BRUSH A LITTLE SUNSHINE

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF

92 100..

Dionne Warwick -Scepter -12294-J

WILL THE REAL JESUS PLEASE
STAND UP -Sweet Revival-SSS814-M

14

4

GREEN EYED LADY

60 54 47

AIN'T THAT TELLIN' YOU
PEOPLE -Original Caste

Sugar Loaf -Liberty -56183-K

93 83 78

STAND BY ME
Jimmy & David Ruffin -Soul -135076-M

94 94 95

WATER COLOUR DAYS
Bobby Goldsboro -United Atrists-50727-J

Bel l- TA -204-M

28 52 64
58 72

SING HIGH SING LOW
Anne Murray -Capitol -72631-F

61 25 14

ONE MAN BAND

62 51 29

Steppenwolf-Dunhill-4261-N
31

35 45

I'M NOT MY BROTHER'S KEEPER

64 61 63

Flaming Ember -Hot Wax -7006-M

32 33 39

33 41 59

NO MATTER WHAT
Badfinger-Apple-18 22- F

DO IT
Neil Diamond -Bang -580-T

I'LL BE THERE

SWEET GINGERBREAD MAN
Mike Curb Congregation -MGM -14151-M

Jackson5-Tamla Motown -1171-V

63 46 38

WHO NEEDS YOU

IT'S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE
Glen Campbell -Capitol -2905-F

Three Dog NightDunhill-4262-N

30 39 62

0

2920 -F

ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART

Joe Cocker-A&M-1200-W
27

P

THINK ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN
Mary Hopkin-Apple-1825-F

Free-Polydor-20001 079-Q

52

RAIN -0

chi,liwack-Parrot-2535-K

Led Zeppelin -Atlantic -2777-P
51

JOHNNY B. BADDE

Dorothy Morrison-Buddah-196-M

B.J. Thomas -Scepter -12299-J

STONED LOVE
Supremes-Tamla Motown -1172. -V

MR. BOJANGLES

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band -Liberty -56197-K

Elton John-Uni-55265-J

0 87 92

CHESTNUT MARE
Byrds-Colurnbia-4-45259-H

IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND
Gordon LightfootrRepri se -2397-P

Kinks- Pye-17961-L

47 48

VALLEY TO PRAY
Arlo Guthrie -Reprise -R0951 -P

Crystal Mansion -Colossus -128-M

47

P

Runt -Ampex -31001-V

24 16

Santana -Columbia -45270-H

24 26 27

WE GOTTA GET YOU A WOMAN

I AM SOMEBODY
Johnnie Taylor-Stax-0078-Q

Neil Young -Reprise -0958-P
23

81 94

42

Tom Jones -Parrot -40056-K

22 23 42

71

SACROILIAC BOOP
.Happy Feeling -Barry -3523-M

KNOCK THREE TIMES

48 49

CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU

0 98 ...

GAMES
Redeye -Pentagram -204-F

45

HE AIN'T HEAVY, HE'S MY BROTHER
Neil Diamond-UNI-55264-J

EASY RIDER

WORKING TOGETHER
Ike & Tina Turner -Liberty -F 56207-K

Andy Kim -I Steed -729-M
20

69 81

Iron Butterfly-Atco-6782-P

IT DON'T MATTER TO ME

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME

BE MY BABY

George Harrison -Apple -2995-F

79 98

Carpenters-A&M-1217-W
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WB Atlantic P

Bread-Elektra-45701-P

44

WE'VE ONLY JUST BEGUN

Trans World Y

74

100 Proof -Hot Wax -700 4-M
17

69

DOMINO

HEED THE CALL
Kenny Rogers & the 1st Edition-

SOMEBODY'S BEEN SLEEPING

I-1

Cornpo

GRT

BURNING BRIDGES
Mike Curb Congregation -MGM -14151-M

RIVER DEEP MOUNTAIN HIGH

AFTER MIDNIGHT
Eric Clapton-Polydor-2001 096-Q

Stevie Wonder -Tam la Motown -54200 -V

S

RCA

ISN'T IT A PITY

SO CLOSE

43

HEAVEN HELP US ALL

L

BEAUCOUPS OF BLUES
Ringo Starr -Apple -2969-F

TIME IT IS? -Chicago -Columbia -4-45264-H
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R

Duality

Caravan

Columbia
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P,ckw.ck
Polydor

53 56

Elvis Presley -RCA -9916-N
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F

MTCC

41

TN,

Repri se -0953-P
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0

PART TIME LOVE

Co I um bi a -45249-H

The Bells-Polydor-2065 040-Q
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entil Gold Le af Award For
Outstanding Record Sales

Dawn -Bell -938-M

TEARS OF A CLOWN
Smokey Robinson & the Miracles -

D

Capitol

Van Morrison -Warner P,rothers-7434-P

Bobby Bloom-L&R-157-N
6

Arc

Supremes/Four Tops -Tomb a Motown- 1173-V

SEE ME, FEEL ME

V

CMS

Jake Holmes-Polydor-2066 040-Q

GYPSY WOMAN
Brian Hyland-Uni-55240-J

C

Ampex

Ann Peebles -Hi -2178-K

Guess Who -Nimbus 9-74-0388-N
3

Allied

WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD
TIMES GO -Dennis Yost & Classics IV
Liberty -56200-K

65

22 26

66 57 34

IT'S ALL IN MY MIND

WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Tobi Lark -Nimbus 9-9011-N

Clarence Carter -Atlantic -2772-P

CHERYL MOANA MARIE
John Rowles-Kapp.2102-J

-

STAND BY YOUR MAN

98

SATIN RED AND BLACK VELVET

Candi Staton-Fame-1472-K

Dave Mason -Blue Thumb -7117-Q

AND THE GRASS WON'T PAY NO MIND

I THINK IT'S GOMA RAIN
Tom Northcott-UNI-55262-J

Mark Lindsay -Columbia -4-45229-H
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Band-Capitol-SW425-F The
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BROTHER ALL IT TELL
6000-J
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N/A
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month, Jam Jar evoked a very
definite response from the audience of high school and college
reps. invited to the special performance. Reactions elsewhere
have also been very positive and
Terry Filion at Concept advises
that the group's initial performances
are stimulating book dates on Jam
Jar.
Although no product has yet been

released, a single will be forthcoming in the New Year and of

course an album will soon follow.

Jam Jar are yet another reason
why Revolver is leading Canadian talent in its search for international recognition.

RAM & Concept into
exclusive booking
R.A.M. and Concept 376 are

pleased to announce the exclusive
signings of Motherlode, Chimo!

and Jam Jar to the agency for
representation throughout Canada.
Concept will co-ordinate and book
all dates on the three groups and
take a substantial interest in the
promotion and publicity of their
public appearances.

and the proportionate increase of
required studio time by Mort, it
was apparent that he had to retire from management. Broaching
the subject with Martin Onrot,
vice-president and PR to Revolution Records Limited, Mort received a surprising but not unwelcome suggestion. A scant two
days later Revolution Artist Management, headed by Martin Onrot
and owned in partnership, by Onrot
and Ross, opened its office at
20 Prince Arthur, Suite 19D.
Just a few years ago Onrot
operated his own booking agency
and management firm, managing
among others the early careers of
Neil Young, Joni Mitchell and a
folk group, Allen -Ward Trio whose
accompanist incidentally was current folk -hero writer and performer

David Rea. The folk trio split

up with each member going their
separate ways, Lynn Ward and
brother Robin Ward into acting

and Craig Allen, as an award

winning graphic designer, producer of records, writer, composer
and performer of film scores.
Onrot immodestly claims to have

an eye for talent.

In addition to this, as a member

With the dissolution of the Allen Ward Trio, Onrot moved into concert production. "Concert pro-

cept will co-ordinate and assist

more about talent development
and management than if I spent

of the Music Confederation, Con-

duction and promotion taught me

in out -of -province dates for
Motherlode and Chimo!, taking

the last ten years as a talent

care of all necessary details and

routing for the groups. With the
addition of Motherlode, Chimo! and
Jam Jar, Concept can now offer a

client the heaviest package of
talent available in Canada, it includes, as well, such fine groups

as Leigh Ashford, Bush, Mashmakhan, Manchild, Homestead, and the
Guess Who.

Onrot & Ross form
new management firm
The Pocket Oxford Dictionary definition of management is 'skill-

ful handling', 'the managers of a
concern' and the word manage is
'conduct the working of', 'find a
way', 'bring about', 'secure' and
'deal with'.
All that the definitions imply and
all that they don't is incorporated
in a new separate enterprise of

the Revolution group, Revolution
Artist Management, which currently
manages Chimo!, Motherlode and
Jam Jar.
Previous to establishing Revolution Artist Management all talent
was managed by Mort Ross
Associates and in particular, Mort
Ross. With the increased productivity of Revolution Records

manager." Onrot continued, "I
have watched and followed almost all the major talent of today
from their embryonic stages until
the present. Talking to managers, agents, publishers, recording
companies, talent and audiences
has proven to be a remarkable and
rewarding education."
Onrot's concert production company Martin Onrot Associates,

will continue to operate at its

same location under his direction.

He credits his staff for the
opportunity to diversify, "Martin
Onrot Associates is almost self-

perpetuating and sustaining."
"Management is a partnership between talent and manager and it
requires respect for each other's
abilities, knowledge and skills.
Our job includes promotion, direction, development, financing,
negotiating, nurturing and in some
cases, protection for the contracted client -and who knows what
else? All I ask is that the

artist or artists be honest about

themselves, their work, do their

'thing', listen to us and realize
that we too have much to gain
from their success and subse-

quently will not try to harm them

or impede that success."

Revolution Artist Management,

besides Onrot, has assets like the
university-trained, 'into everything', inquiring, effective and
aggressive Grant Webb. Grant is
the front line in communication
with employers, agents and talent.
He ensures that promotional
material is sent in advance of
each engagement sets up interviews and special PR activities.
Every offer is weighed carefully
and studied by Grant as to each

artist's particular talents and
music, feasibility of percentage

deals and whether the engagement
will be profitable in more ways
than dollars.
Bob Mitchell's job reduces to an
absolute minimum the major
hassles facing talent, equipment,
transportation, staging and lighting requirements. Weeks in advance of every engagement
Mitchell makes sure that the
school, dance operator or concert
promoter understands the contract rider and the importance of
providing as much assistance and
co-operation to ensuring a successful presentation. Playing an
out -of -tune piano is comparable
to a surgeon working with a dull
scalpel. Group road managers
are in constant communication with
Mitchell to maintain that same
effectiveness outside the office

RCA

are deli
the pros
I
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as well.

Revolution Artist Management, or

RAM as it's called to save time,
is confident that regardless of an
artist's particular talents, with

RAM's approach, knowledge, skills

and contacts, success, although
difficult to attain need not be that
elusive thing.
RAM really believes that somewhere in Canada there is another
Dylan, Beatles, Gordon Lightfoot,
Leonard Cohen, Barbra Streisand,
Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, or
someone unlike any of them

capable of great success and
stardom.

RAM's right - there are!

And what about
Revolver's future?
Well, that can only be described
as very rosy for R.A.M., Revolver,
its artists and R.C.A. In terms
of Revolver product, we can look

LEI

forward to:

- a Leigh Ashford album
- a Motherlode album and
single
- a Jam Jar album and single
- a second Chimo! album

along with sundry other

surprises, signings and successes!

Sun Bar Productions
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REVOLVER continued from page 8

there's no doubt that a single is

among them."
U.S. interest in the group is running very high and will undoubtedly

facilitate the group's return to
that scene. Making up the group
are: Mike Levine, bass and
vocals, Kieran Overs, guitar and
vocals, Wayne St. John, lead
vocals, Wally Cameron, percus-

f,01,441

sion and Newton Garwood, organ
and vocals. All of the group members are well known around Toron-

to and their experience ranges
from "Hair" to jazz groups to

gives
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New York and back.

All are serious musicians, well
aware of the comparisons and
labels that people are going to be
putting on them. Newton dispells
this for the group. "We've all
discussed that scene and have
chosen to disregard it. We've

Canada

got too much music of our own to
lay down to be concerned with
what's gone before us. Besides

that's all in the past which sure
isn't the space we 're into."

Working initially in Sudbury and
Thunder Bay and then moving into

western Ontario, reaction has
been excellent to the group,
showing that Newton and his

f/s

associates can stand the test of
time or perhaps use the test of

Le Oompa Kum Pah Pah
REVS 0010

time to strengthen whatever
ideals and goals Motherlode have
set for themselves. However you
see it, Motherlode is alive again
and apparently very well, living
right in the midst of us.

Their first hit

( and we're not kidding )
on Revolver.

You won't believe this baby!
RE
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(90) Strip Sunset
(48) Song Your
(12) Love You Say To Have Don't You
(43) River Yellow
(74) Together Working
(92) Up Stand Please Jesus Real The Will
(30) You Needs Who
(64) Go Times Good The All Did Where
(18) Begun Just Only We've
(63) Together This In All We're
(72) Woman A You Get Gotta We
(94) Days Colour Water
(76) Pray To Valley
(83) Children Your About Think
(100) Say Ya Things
(7) Clown A Of Tears
(95) Man Gingerbread Sweet
(17) Love Stoned
(65) Man Your By Stand
(93) Me By Stand
(47) Sky The In Spirit
s Somebody
(16)

Sleeping Been

,(35)

Close

S

So

(28) Low Sing High Sing
(75) Love It Call Simply
(91) Moon Silver
(2) Land The Share
(4) Me Feel Me See
(98) Velvet Black And Red Satin
(70) Boop Sacroiliac
(36) High Mountain Deep River
(82) -0 Rain
(56) Piper The To Pay
(34) Love Time Part
(81) Paranoid
(22) Heart Your Break Can Love Only
(29) Band Man One

(25) Answer To Bell Less One
(32) What Matter No
(79) Bojangles Mr.
(49) All Of Most
(5) Bay Montego
(85) Ann Miss
(59) Yourself On Easy It Make
(89) Evil Mac Lucretia
(46) Lola
(15) Together Work Let's
(39) Times Three Knock
(58) Roll And Rock Of King
(80) Badde B Johnny
(61) Believe Make Only t's
(96) Mind My In All t's
(99) Rain Gonna It's Think
(1) You Love Think
(38) Me To Matter Don't t
(67) Pity A It sn't
(31) Keeper Brother's My Not m
(50) Song mmigrant
(62) There Be 'II
(40) With Do To What Know Don't Just
(78) Mind My Read Could You f
(53) Cry Wanna Don't
(86) Calling You Hear Can
(42) Sunshine In Believe
(45) Somebody Am
(11) Coll The Heed
(14) All Us Help Heaven
(20) Brother My He's Heavy Ain't He
(3) Woman Gypsy
(27) Lady Eyed Green
(84) Chance More One Us Give
(71) Games
(87) Air Fresh
(54) Times Good The For
(9) Fly Dove White Little Fly
(52) Love Of Years (25-30 5-10-15-20
(6) Rain And Fire
(24) #9 Engine
(69) Rider Easy
(37) Domino
(33) It Do
(13) Time What Know Really Anybody Does
(26) River A Me Cry
(77) Mare Chestnut
(97) Marie Moana Cheryl
(55) Things And Chains
(44) Mind My In Carolina
(21) You Loving Stop Can't
(68) Bridges Burning
(88) Sunshine Little A Brush
(57) Song Border
(73) Night Black
(23) Woman Magic Black
(19) Baby My Be
(8) Man Hand Second Beautiful
(41) Blues Of Beaucoups
(66) Mind No Pay Won't Grass The And
(51) Now Right All
(60) People You Tellin' That Ain't
(10) Midnight After
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NEW ALBUMS
TRAVELLIN'
Vic Virgili & The
Laurentian Valley Boys

A LITTLE BIT OF

Travellin' the
Northland

Paul Davis

tight. They quite simply are.
With the release of their new
album (Revolver in Canada, Epic
in the U.S.) every indication is
that Chimo! is about to become

Cascade -477-7708-Z

Bang -9011-223-T

Produced by Bob Brazeau at

Distributor (GRT) should get
on this album. Chanter has
much to offer with this set
which contains a goodly portion of his own original ma-

internationally known.

terial. "Mississippi River"

music which is commercially

CFCH-TV (North Bay) this
set presents many surprises.
It's well done and should see
action at most country formatted stations with resultant
sales. Virgili, Mathieu, Nunner and Brisson should catch
with proper exposure.

and "Three Little Words"
brings out the Davis personal
touch.
NOAH

DOWN HOME

RCA-LSP 4432-N
A 100% Canadian package,

Seals & Crofts
Be II -TA 5004-M

recorded at RCA's Toronto
studios with Jack Richardson
producing. Excellent quality
and separation of beautiful
vocal work by group who
were formerly Tyme and A
Half. Middle of the roaders
shouldn't overlook - particularly "Summer Sun".

Their first set was good but
this is better. Much of it was
cut in San Francisco. Great
back-up talent giving the duo
an assist. Contains their
"Tin Town", which should
be a single from this rascal folk -rock duo.

TRENODY
Melbourne-SMLP 4017-K

CLASSICAL: This is the
first album containing Berandol's new and revolutionary
MUSIcache, a new library of
music in microfiche form. To
view the complete scores of
the works on this recording
requires a microfiche viewer,
available at most libraries.
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MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY
Tom and Judy
GRT 923-1000-T

This is the first and, hoped,
not last offering by Edmonton's Tommy Banks with an
excellent vocal assist from
Judy Singh. Set produced by

CHED's Keith James at Edmonton's Century II Studios.
One disappointment -a lack
of original material, penned
by Banks.

MARILYN HORN E
SINGS CARMEN

CH IMO

London-SPC 21055-K

Epic -E 30329-H

In keeping with today's morals,
Bizet's "Carmen" has much
to offer the younger crowd,
and Miss Horne supplies the
heavy and beautiful contralto
voice in this set of highlights
from the famous opera. The
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
and Chorus is conducted by
Henry Lewis. A Phase "4"

This is the U.S. release. Set,
which was recorded at RCA's
Toronto studios, was produced by Revolution's Mort Ross.
Mowbray, Raby, Johnson, Cree,
Collacott and singer Breen
La Boeuf should make a national noise with this one.
"Procession of Mabs" is one

masterpiece.

cuts. Revolver in Canada.

EAST OF EDEN

I'VE PAID MY DUES

Deram-DES 18043-K

Don Fardon
Youngblood-VB3-Y

A bit rough for an establishment ear to tune to but set
contains some progressive
beauty, foreign to many socalled jazz-rock groups. Violin work exceptional as is the

use of flute, electric alto,
piano, trumpet, tenor sax,
stylophone, and others. Effective vocals when used.

In pre-

paration for all of this, the
group has been building their

new arrangements upon what now

exists in an effort to maintain
their identity while creating

acceptable to a larger audience.
A good example of this is "The
Bride of Mephistopheles" a tune
just recorded for album two and
which the group does in concert.

It displays a heavy rhythmic
quality which pushes the typically
intricate Chimo! harmonies to
prominence, as the tune builds
to a thundering climax.
The band has been very busy
gigging in and around the Toronto
area and is now exclusively represented by Concept 376 Ltd.
The recent exclusive agreement
between Concept and Revolution
Artist Management (RAM) was instituted in an effort by both companies to better serve the needs
of high school, college and private operators throughout Ontario
and the rest of Canada.
Chimo! has risen from an idea to
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become "a sudden reality sandwich" as their album puts it, all
to the benefit and general delight of the public. They are

making a statement through rock
the like of which is nowhere else
to be found.
Leading American rock critic Tom
Paisley says of Chimo!: "Since

the recent success of jazz/rock

groups, there has been a rush to
assemble sound -alike groups. Innovators are always copies, sometimes shamelessly. Results have
tended toward lead -footed jazz,
or rockers playing out of their
depth. But once in a very great
while an effective blend of
musical influences is successful.

LEIGI
Agile!

Roily

of the most impressive

Topical item in view of tension in Ireland but Fardon has
a message for New York as
well, and an interesting and

very strong "Hudson Bay"
bit. Britisher Fardon has a
unique English/folk delivery
that sits well with progressive
bubblegum efforts.

by BRUCE M. RAPP ASSOCIATES, 81

for REVOLUTION:
NEW REVOLVER LOGO & RECORD LABEI
' ALBUM COVER FOR DIANNE BROOKS
NEW LOGO & CORPORATE STATIONERY

40056(K) (Parrot) Jones Tom
YOU LOVING STOP CAN'T 33
55267(J) (UNI) Northcott Tom
TODAY
RAIN TO GOING IT'S THINK I 32
1989(M) (Quality)

Freeway -Cartier MacDonald
TOGETHER IT MAKE 31
19(M) American) (Royal Griff Ray
PATCHES 30
45699(P) (Elektra) Seekers New
MA SONG MY

TO DONE THEY'BE WHAT LOOK 29

72623(F) (Capitol) Murray Anne
SNOWBIRD
72632(F) (Capitol) Graham Tommy
SAY YA THINGS
72620(F) (Capitol) Roberts Jim
SASKATCHEWAN
2021(H) (Barnaby) Stevens Ray
STRIP SUNSET
4-45246(H) (Columbia) Williams Andy
MAN LOVIN' HOME
Artists)50698(J) (United Bassey Shirley

28
27
26
25

24

SOMETHING 23

2001(J) (MCA) Wizard
AWAY COME 22
72626(F) (Capitol) Lalonde Pierre
ME FROM GET EVER YOU'LL ALL 21
1812(K) (London)
Philharmonic Angeles Los
OVERTURE 1812 TCHAIKOVSKY: 20
4253(N) (Dunhill) liott El Cass Mama
COMING ARE TIMES GOOD THE 19
71040(K) (Parrot) Chilliwack
-0 RAIN 18
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4-45178(H) (Columbia) Price Ray
TIMES GOOD THE FOR 17
55264(J) (UNI)
Diamond Neil BROTHER
MY HE'S HEAVY AIN'T HE 16
72631(F) (Capitol) Murray Anne
LOW SING HIGH SING 15
1226(W) (A&M)
'66 Mendes/Brasil Sergio
MORNING CHELSEA 14
204(M) (Bell)
Caste Original PEOPLF
YOU TELLIN' THAT AIN'T 13
4-45263(H) (Columbia) Mathis Johnny

a

WAYS EVIL 12

4-100(H) North) (True Cockburn Bruce
COUNTRY THE TO GOING 11
2065040(Q) (Polydor) Bells
FLY DOVE WHITE LITTLE FLY 10
(Melbourne)3361(K) McDonnel Mary
RUNA MARIE'S 9
40054(K) (Parrot) Humperdinck Engelbert
SWEETHEART 8
40053(K) (Parrot) Reno Ginette
MAN HAND SECOND BEAUTIFUL 7
1217(W) (A&M) Carpenters The
BEGUN JUST ONLY WE'VE 6
1225(W) (A&M) Alpert/Brass Herb
JERUSELEM 5
74-0387(N) (RCA) Como Perry
IMPOSSIBLE IT'S 4
1227(W) (A&M) Sandpipers The
ON CARRY TO FREE 3

940(M) (Bell) Dimension Fifth
ANSWER TO BELL LESS ONE
(Bell) Family Partridge
910(M)
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SSS for signing organization, Sun
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Believe "I deck, Tuesday their
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There seems to be a complete
lack of co-ordination in most
Canadian companies with their
U.S. operations.If radio reception
was such that Prince George
listeners could not receive
American stations, then this coordination wouldn't be necessary.
PROMO COPIES LACKING & LATE But as it is, a P.G. record buyer
hears a disc on one of many
Comments from my record mailing
American rockers at night, several
sheet of November 2nd.
weeks before he can buy it in
Canada. Isn't it bad business not
"We are now getting fair to good
to make use of the publicity that
record service from most Canadian
discs receive on American
record companies.However, in
stations?It would probably cost
most cases, the records are available in record stores before we get a lot of money to get service up to
par with American promotional
our promotional copy. This seems
releases, but a lot of money could
a bit backwards.How can sales
happen without audience exposure? be made a lot faster if the buyer
Would it mostly not be better to
wouldn't have to wait and wait...
have a press -run of promotional
right now, the record buyer and
copies sent out in advance of the
the radio music directors are made
regular pressings?I realize that
to feel like second class pawns in
there is an added cost involved,
the big music dollars game. Combut somehow U.S. record companies ments?
have found a way to absorb the
CJCI is a new 10,000 watt radio
cost.
station in Prince George.We
signed on the air August 4th of
this year, and since then have
been battling many record companies for service.Hence the
above comments.

Larry Bauder,
Music Director
CJCI, Prince George
RPM's door is closed every Friday as
we prepare for the next RPM. The dead-

line for advertising is Tuesday NOON.
Give us a
space early.

call and reserve your ad

YORK E continued from page 17

THIS

grammers did accord airplay to
such a unique, dazzling sizzler
as "Fingertips".Now they won't

IS NOT

even play it as an oldie.It's too

hard or something.

A

*MOOG
SYNTHESIZER

And so, if you scan the singles
situation quite objectively, you
soon arrive at the conclusion
that all this junk must be leading
us somewhere.Behind that pile of
spewed -out bubblegum, something

truly magnificent is waiting to be
*WE HAVE THE
REAL THING
MANTA

unleashed.
Maybe it has already been handed
out in the form of the contemporary
rock album era.Or perhaps we are

right on the edge of the next big
WE'RE

BUILDING
IT

nd
MANTA
21DUNOASSO.,TORONTO2 PHONE363-4722

pop explosion.
Maybe on the first snowy weekend of winter 1980 CHUM -AM

will devote a lot of hours to presenting a history of a yet-unrevealed act, which took the
world by storm because the listeners
were so damn bored with the sad,
sad state of the singles scene in
1970.

It's well worth pondering over.

Smith and Fables take
Seaway Hotel award
The 1970 Seaway Award, given by

the hotel chain to acknowledge
Canadian acts making a significant contribution to the field of
Canadian music, has been given
to Glenn Smith and the Fables.

Some of th
have

The group have moved on from

the Yonge Street strip to performances in Las Vegas at the
Flamingo and Frontier Hotels.
The group opened at the Beverly
Hills Seaway in Toronto, Nov.l4th.
Other acts coming up at the
Beverly Hills Include: The Best

"It's a heavy band in the n
Chimo! will be the next Ca
and Edward Bear, to make

of Broadway, Nov.23 to Dec.5;
Julio Gutierrez, 7 to 19;, The
Show Toppers, 21 to 26, Bobby

Curtola, Dec.28 to Jan.2; The
Tokyo Happy Coats, 4 to 9;
Frankie Laine, 11 to 23; and
Brenda Lee, 25 to 6.

" they're an amazing gr
Their sounds are an intrica

Clint Curtiss ready for
Christmas market
Clint Curtiss, who recently rang
up a good airplay score for his
Dominion lid, "There's No Price
Tag On The Doors In Newfound-

"If they would print it, I w
fact, I'll call Chimo! a mot

land", is set for a single re-

lease aimed at the Christmas
market. Entitled "Better Be Good
It's Christmas Time" with "Mark
of the Ball and Chain" as the
flip, the single will be released
shortly on the Dominion label.
Both sides are Curtiss pennings.
Taped in Toronto the session
reveals the good musicianship of
localites: Roy Penny, lead; Randy

No

MacDonald, bass; drumming by
Green and Andrews steelwork,
which makes for a solid back-up
group.

Curtiss expects an album release
by the middle of January.
RECORD COMPANIES ... send Canadian
artist bios to RPM whenever a new artist

releases a single or LP. At the first
indication of chart action, we will do
everything possible to assist DJs, by
printing your bios.

Their f

FOR SALE
ESTABLISHED RECORD SHOP
Located in university town
close to Toronto. Overhead

Sim

very low. Yearly gross approx.
55 -thousand.
Four -thousand down

(good terms)
Box 480
RPM Weekly

1560 Bayview Ave.
Toronto 17, Ontario
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UNSEEN SOMETHING

-50714-J Artists -United Reeves Del
AGAIN YOU
LOVING BACK RIGHT

-2905-F -Capitol Campbell Glen
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Wynette-Epic-10653-H Tammy
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19

36 32
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49 30
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ANNIE TUK MUK
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37 22
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26
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-451-F -CapitolHaggard Merle
MYSELF BE CAN'T I

19

9

8

3

4
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2

-990 -RCA Pride Charley
ME LOVING
STOPPED YOU'VE
THAT BELIEVE CAN'T I

Lynn-Decca-32749-J Loretta

DAUGHTER MINER'S COAL

33 35
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-14164-M MGM
Williams Hank
SAD SO

11

-19-M American Griff-Royal Ray

BMI (Smith)
-77112-J-Apex Smith Bob
SUBURBIA TO ODE
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39 39
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-9890-NA RC

355-M -17 -Dot Clark Roy
GREYHOUND
AND GOD THANK

IV Hamilton George

AT IT'S WHERE BACK

IS THAT IMAGE YOUR

Anderson-Decca-32744-J Bill
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48

-

PERFORM
YOU WONDERS THE

28 46

-45215-H Columbia
Robbins Marty

GIRL JOLIE

45 45

Berandol-BMI
(Cochrane) 2941-H C4
-Columbia Bros Mercey
JONES BILL OLD

-015-K -WaysideMorgan
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44 44
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ME STOP 42
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SONG A WROTE

SNOWBIRD
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25 33

Jones-Musicor-1425-J George
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talented most the of one be to
considered openly is group the and
while a quite for it at been all
have piano, Collacott, Tony and
percussion; Cree, Andy vocals;
LeBoeuf, Breen vocals; and organ
Raby, Ross vocals; and bass
Johnson, John guitar; Mowbray,
Jack group; the of members Six
rock. in dimension new
totally a emerged, Chimo! weeks
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would be physically impossible to
print them here.Several people
said they wanted to write and personally thank GRT.
Speaking about the philosophy behind the novel promotional approach, GRT's Western Canada
and Ontario Regional Manager,
Harry Hrabinsky, stated that,"The
idea was to get across not only
the musical excellence of this

GRT's Cruisin' Series launched in 'Peg
swirled red candle, one large
"Combination" pizza, Gondola
napkins, matches, toothpicks and

by GLEN GORE -SMITH

WINNIPEG - The "Cruisin' Series"
was launched September 18th with
a unique promotional venture which
pundits here claim, may well signal
a new era in Canadian music - one
of tailored, hypeless promotions.

multi -coloured after -dinner mints,

capped off by one "Cruisin' " album
specifically selected for the age
group of the recipient.This was
followed up by a well-wishing
letter of appreciation from GRT's
There are two sides to the story.
Toronto headquarters.
The public aspect began Friday,
September 18th.Radio station CKRC The measure of success can be
and an enthusiastic Gondola Pizza easily estimated by representajoined forces to stage a mammoth tive responses from media and
one month's airplay promotion of
dealers, which began to flow in to
the entire "Cruisin' Series", to be Laurel Records soon after the
inaugurated by a Cruisin' Weekend, unique stay-at-home promotional
running through September 18th to
dinner.
the 20th.For the duration of these
Columnist Anne Stark commented,
three days, Winnipeg airwaves
"What a lovely idea!"
reverberated with hit sounds
stretching from 1956 through 1962
CKRC Production Manager, Bob
as CKRC, sponsored by Gondola
Washington, quipped, "Can we
Incomparable Pizza, played a
elope together? We have all the
"Cruisin° " cut every fifteen
ingredients.Who thought of the
minutes.
idea?It's a great promotion!"
The real trail -blazer, however, is
Steen, CKRC's Music Direccontained in the behind -the -scenes Doc
tor
remarked
that it was, "A
promotion aimed at the dealer and fantastic promo.The
whole family
media public, carried out by GRT
enjoyed it.Who thought it up?"
local distributor Laurel Records,
Record Room owner, Richard
and Gondola Pizza.
Zurba, said, "This treatment is
In essence, GRT gave a promotion class.What a great and original
and told everybody to stay home.... idea".
The "inside" story began unobMr. Lewis of Music City #Two
trusively, on September 15th, with
thought that, "It was just great.
a letter from Laurel Records ad
Thanks for including me on your
dressed to radio, television, news- list."Comments from media and
paper and dealer people and their dealers were so numerous that it
families.Headed, "To Your Health!

courtesy of GRT and Gondola
Pizza.

The brief letter closed with the

wish that GRT and Gondola guest s
reminisce via a musical memory
tour and enjoy a tastful complement
of wine, candlelight,and pizza.A

post script times or dates at the
pleasure of the recipient.
The initial letter, sent September
15th, snowballed anticipatory
enthusiasm, as evidenced by the

E

01 7

k4iA

sol

stayed at home?It was hard to
come up with an idea that would
generate excitement and yet steer
clear of the distasteful kind of
overkill by over -hype that the industry is getting so tired of."

"Gondola Pizza was just as excited about this as we were, and
so, working together, we evolved
what could be called the optimum
tailored promotion. I think we

proved that the music business
is still about people, and that

even in our McLuhanistic electronic era, promotions do not have
to be impersonal and meaningless."
Airplay promotion of the "Cruisin'
Series" continued for the duration
of the month under sponsorship of
Gondola Incomparable Pizza
Limited.Or, in other words, the
songs went cruisin' on.
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1560 Bayview Avenue
Toronto 17, Ontario
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A gift card will be sent out to each subscriber

1 year - $10.00
3 year - $21.00

naming you as the giver.

Please bill me

(Your name)

Payment enclosed

promotic

Revolver to RCA for
exclusive distribution
Jack Feeney, Manager and Executive Producer of R.C.A.-Sun
Bar Productions and Mort Ross,
President of Revolution Records
are pleased to announce that the
two companies have signed a distribution agreement whereby R.C.A.
is to distribute all Revolution product on the Revolver label. The
deal followed negotiations between Ross and Feeney and at
present will include product by

Chimo!, Leigh Ashford, Mother -

lode and Jam Jar, a recent Revolver discovery.
Jack Feeney expressed his obvious delight when questioned
about the new agreement. "Up
to the present time, we at ,R.C.A.
have eagerly sought out talented
product and producers in an effort
to market and distribute international hits from Canada. Until
we made the Revolver deal, our
only independent production deal
in Canada has been with Nimbus 9
who of course gave us the Guess
Who. We simply can't find enough
good producers to use on our product, so that when a producer as
known and respected as Mort Ross
came along with a lot of hot pro-
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rolled into one; an excellent producer, good product, and a new
independent label.
"I've sat in during some of Mort's
sessions and believe me, he has
a very fresh approach to production which seems to always bring

the best out in his musicians. He
is perhaps the most efficient and

Name
Address

City

Rowlanc
with pro

duct as well, we just had to
make an effort to sign him. After
all, it's like getting everything

Please enter my subscription for:

following comment from Richard

Handel of Strain's, who remarked,
"I am really excited and so is my
wife.We will be waiting with bells
on for our delivery."
The following Tuesday, Winnipeg
media and dealer people and
their families were delivered a
specially sealed package (to resemble LP sealing) by Gondola
drivers.The unique gift contained:
one bottle of Chianti wine in a
wicker basket, a twelve inch
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memories.This kind of appreciation is best done at home, but we
were working without a precedent.
After all, whoever heard of a

LOOKING FOR A GIFT FOR
A MUSIC INDUSTRY FRIEND?
THIS YEAR -WHY NOT GIVE
RPM WEEKLY. IT WILL
REMIND THE RECIPIENT ALL
YEAR THAT YOU THOUGHT
OF HIM OR HER

the hours of six and seven p.m.,

(RPM's

series, but also the personal
appeal that such music has, because it is so evocative of good

MUSIC, PIZZA, CANDLELIGHT,

and WINE", it invited industry
people to enjoy a special food music package in the privacy of
their homes, to be delivered
Tuesday, September 22nd, between
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conscientious producer using our
studios.
"As far as Revolver product is
concerned, we will be immediately
releasing a single by Leigh Ashford along with Chimo!'s first
album and, having heard both
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The MacDonald -Cartier Freeway are new on the recording scene, but with their
first release, you can see they have come a long way in a few short years. The
route to their success is much travelled. Particularly in the Ontario scene. They
have made their impression felt in Windsor and as far away as Montreal, covering

all spots in-between.
In Toronto they found a great deal of activity while never really hitting the centre
of the city. Names that mean a lot to the MacDonald -Cartier Freeway are the outlying centres in Ontario like Chatham, London, Guelph, Kingston, Brockville and
Cornwall. You can't go by these centres without seeing something about their
name.

The choice of material for their first release is aptly titled "We Can Make It
Together''. It has the lyric content to establish a feeling of "oneness" which
could be lacking in many today. From the opening line it establishes a theme
that should stretch far afield from the normal route the MacDonald -Cartier Freeway
are used to taking. It is hoped that by transferring their thoughts to the modern
technique of recording, there would be an awakening to the fact that their name
would stand for a real togetherness, even long after they are gone. Think about
it for a long time and you will see that what they are and what they are saying
should be heard
MacDonald -Cartier Freeway
We Can Make It Together".
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